Abstract: Colorimetric gene detection based on gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) is an attractive detection format due to its 1 simplicity. Here, we report a new design for a colorimetric gene-sensing platform based on the CRISPR/Cas system 2 that has improved specificity, sensitivity, and universality. CRISPR/Cas12a and CRISPR/Cas13a have two distinct 
SH-modification-free AuNP-DNA labeling (43, 44) . However, in this strategy, successful AuNP-DNA labeling still 3 0 takes tens of hours to complete. In the current study, we show that AuNP-DNA labeling based on poly (A)-Au 3 1 affinity can be accelerated by freezing and can thus be completed in two hours(45) ( Figure S5 ). After obtaining 3 2
the AuNP-DNA probe pair ( Figure S6 ), we used hybridization experiments to evaluate the distance-dependent 3 3 optical properties. However, after the AuNP-DNA probe pair was hybridized to the linker ssDNA, we did not 3 4
detect a sharp red-to-blue color change regardless of the concentration of the ssDNA linker. Hybridization only 3 5
causes a red-to-magenta color change. Such faint color difference makes naked eye detection difficult 3 6
especially when detecting low concentrations of the targets. In principle, when the interparticle distance in 3 7
these aggregates becomes less than the particle diameter, the color will become blue(19). Based on the 3 8
head-to-tail hybridization pattern used, it is estimated that the distance between the AuNP-DNAs pair should be 3 9 less than 13 nm. However, given that the AuNP-DNA probes used in this study were obtained by poly (A) resulting in the apparently colorless and transparent supernatant of the probe solution ( Figure S8 ). The
5
uncrosslinked AuNP-DNA probe solution remained in a red colloid state ( Figure 1A) . Therefore, the low speed 6 centrifugation method allows the achievement of an easily distinguishable color change and a high 7 signal-to-noise ratio. Considering that low speed centrifuges are very easy to obtain and inexpensive
8
(approximately $100) ( Figure S8 ), this method greatly enhances the colorimetric detection ability without 9
sacrificing the detection convenience.
0
Next, we decided to determine the linker DNA concentration that would be sufficient to cause the full direct observation of color changes and low speed centrifugation followed with a measurement of the 1 7
absorption of AuNP-DNA probe solution at 520 nm. As shown in Figure 1B linker DNA cleavage can be completed in 20 minutes ( Figure 1D ). This indicates that Cas12a/crRNA-based 2 5
detection system requires only 20 minutes of incubation time. Finally, we tested another parameter, the length 2 6 of the linker ssDNA, which may be an important factor for determining the sensitivity. A previous study has 2 7
demonstrated that Cas14 has a functional similarity to Cas12a and showed strong preference for cleavage of 2 8 the longer substrates(39). In the current experiments, we evaluated linker ssDNA of various lengths (20, 25, 30, 
9
35, and 40 bp) and found that Cas12a does not have this length dependency ( Figure 1E ). Considering that 3 0 longer sequences may form secondary structures that affect hybridization at room temperature, we selected a 3 1 20 bp linker ssDNA for subsequent use.
2
Workflow for CRISPR-based colorimetric gene detection. After the method was developed, we 3 3
proceeded to design a workflow for the gene detection platform (Scheme 2). Because Cas/crRNA complexes,
4
linker DNA or RNA substrate and AuNP-DNA probes can be prepared in advance and are suitable for long-term 3 5
storage, the whole detection process can be summarized in three steps: preparation of solution 1, preparation 3 6
of solution 2, and colorimetric detection. The preparation of solution 1 includes mixing the target genes with the 3 7
Cas/crRNA complex and linker substrate; trans-cleavage reaction of the Cas system is activated by the target 3 8
genes, and in total, the procedure takes approximately 20 minutes. The preparation of solution 2 is very simple 3 9
and requires simple mixing of the AuNP-DNA probe pair. This process takes less than 2 minutes and can be 4 0 performed while waiting for preparation of solution 1. Finally, a drop of solution 1 is added to solution 2 and after 4 1 a 3-minute incubation followed by low speed centrifugation, the test results can be observed with the naked eye.
2
Colorimetric detection takes less than 30 minutes. In combination with the RPA technology, genome sample 4 3 analysis can be completed within an hour. Nucleic acid samples with various numbers of copies can be methods that usually involve a change of color from red to reddish-purple to blue, the current method is based 1 5
on the detection of a colorless-to-red change thus representing a signal-on detection format. Moreover,
6
CRISPR-based colorimetric detection involves a second step of probe recognition (primer pair amplification 1 7
represents the first step of recognition), so it can exclude nonspecific signals from the primer dimers or 1 8
target-independent amplification.
9
Next, we evaluated the detection ability of the CRISPR-based colorimetric detection system for 35S. We 2 0 mixed transgenic rice with non-transgenic rice and milled the rice into powder for nucleic acid extraction.
1
Combined with PCR and RPA, CRISPR-based colorimetric assays can detect transgenes in rice at as low as 2 2 the 0.01% level ( Figure 3C and 3D). The sensitivity of colorimetric detection is one or two orders of magnitude 2 3
higher than that of the electrophoresis analysis ( Figure 3A and 3B). The results show that the sensitivity of the 2 4 method is fully qualified for the needs of the required detection of transgenic GMO components ranging from capsid, which is highly antigenic and immunogenic. We then designed Cas12a/crRNA to recognize the VP72 3 8
gene sequence. VP72 gene binds to the designed Cas12a/crRNA complexes to activate trans-cleavage 3 9
resulting in disassembly of the AuNP-DNA probes and subsequent easily detectable color change ( Figure 4A ).
0
Detection sensitivity was evaluated by naked eye detection or by absorption measurement, and the limit of 
8
In this study, we applied the CRISPR-based colorimetric method to RNA detection. RNA detection using this 9 system only needs minor modifications compared with the CRISPR/Cas12a-based DNA colorimetric detection 1 0 strategy. As shown in Figure 5A , using miRNA-17 as an example, the Cas13a/crRNA complex is designed to 1 1 probe the miRNA17 sequence. A linker ssRNA with same sequence as an ssDNA linker used in the 1 2 CRISPR/Cas12a-based colorimetric detection system, was employed as the substrate for target-dependent 1 3
trans-cleavage. The sensitivity of miRNA-17 detection was as low as 500 fM ( Figure 5B ). This sensitivity is 1 4 comparable or even superior to the methods based on dual-labeled fluorogenic probes ( Figure S9 ). We 1 5
attribute this high sensitivity to the clean background signal obtained by low speed centrifugation. Moreover, the 1 6 colorimetric method had good selectivity for evaluation of target miRNA-17 compared with other interfering 1 7
agents such as miRNA-10b, miRNA-17, and miRNA-155 ( Figure 5C ).

Conclusion
9
Colorimetric gene detection based on gold nanoparticle has been developed for more than 20 years.
0
However, certain disadvantages, such as signal-off detection format, low signal-to-noise ratio, requirements for 2 1 high temperature hybridization, lack of probe universality, and low discrimination of color changes, are 2 2 encountered during the use of the system for detection of genomic samples and hinder their applicability. Here,
3
we presented a colorimetric gene detection platform based on the CRISPR/Cas12a/13a system that has 
